ENTERTAINMENT TECHNICIAN - STATION CASINOS

Posting ID: EM18316530

Company: Station Casinos

Work Location: Multiple

Position Type: On-call

Salaries: DOE

College Major(s): Entertainment Engineering

College Level(s): Undergraduate-Junior, Undergraduate-Senior, Graduate Student

Company Website: https://www.sclv.com/

OVERVIEW

Several Station Casinos properties are looking for an on-call Entertainment Technician. Their job is to operate and maintain entertainment systems and equipment.

Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible for ensuring all concert and live entertainment events are properly executed.

Education and Qualifications

Must have:

- At least 2 years experience.
- Experience in live entertainment in one of the following areas: Audio, Lighting, and Video.
- Knowledge and understanding of technical and theatrical terminology.
- A general understanding of OSHA codes pertaining to theater and electrical safety.
- A thorough understanding of technical set-up documentation such as stage plots, light plots, audio plots,
- Audio/Lighting or Technical degree or equivalent experience required.
- Must be able to Mix a Live Band For The Audience or The Stage Monitors on A Digital Mixing Board and or Run and Program Lighting for concerts.

How to Apply

1. Go to: https://www.sclv.com/Corporate/Careers.aspx
2. Click “Station Casinos Properties” box
3. Type “180001664” in the “Job Number” field for the Santa Fe Station position
   OR
4. Type “180000950” in the “Job Number” field for the Sunset Station position
5. Click “Search for Jobs”